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True story of date-rape drugs
Road
Student recounts frightening,
strange experience at another
big on
school's fraternity party
crashes
AS TOLD TO RACHANA DIXTT
NEWS EDITOR

BY AMANDA WILSON
IV-ROTR

covntiflun.vc

The intersection of Port
Republic Road and Forest Hill
Drive w.is (he rite of 18 automobile
accidents in 2005, causing concern
fur the resident! <>t Harrisonburg
as well as JML" students.
Specifically, students living
in Rockingham Hall frequently
Mve to deal with crossing Port
Republic to get to campus. While
they understand that there are
safe ways to go about crossing,
it is nonetheless a very hectic
intersection.
"I bike down Port Republic
Road every day, and while 1 feel
safe, I can understand many pedesin.ins' concerns as there is a lot of
traffic at the intersections while
classes an going On/ said freshman Phil I .i\ m.in. a Rockingham
Hall resident.
|oe McDonald son, an employee at the Texaco on Port Republic
Road, said he wouldn't even walk
across the street.
McDonaldson believes that
the danger of this intersection is
increased by people being distracted while on their cell phones
.iml bv the tendency of people to
speed dunng inclement weather.
McDonaldson said that one
would be amazed at how unsafe
this intiTs.viion is if observed
throughout the course of a day.
( ome out here one day and
si( and watch," McDonaldson
said. "I he most dangerous thing
is that now, we have a lot of cars
going through the parking lot to
avoid the stoplight. There's going
to be a major collision out here
one day. That's the most dangerous aspect."
Traffic aiming off the Interstate also presents a problem. Cars
coming off Interstate 81 often try
to cross three lanes of traffic at one
time to get to the J M U Con vocation
C enter, which further complicates
this intersection.
University Outpost, which
recently
relocated
to
Port
Republic, is aware of the danger
that this intersection causes for
IMU students.
"It definitely is a crazy intersection,' said minor Beth Round y,
a University Outpost employee.
' I hat's maybe one of the only
things about moving down here
that has been an issue."
Though the Harrisonburg
transportation Safety Commission
has tried to alleviate this problem
In focusing on the maintenance of
traffic lights and cameras, as well
as the visibility at intersections,
drivers also have a responsibility
to abide by traffic laws and speed
regulations
Until a solution is found for
this problematic intersection, the
commission advises JMU students
to be especially alert and attentive
while crossing on foot. Drivers of
ButomobUss should bs cautious
of their speed and the presence of
pedestrians as well.
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The Intersection of Forest HIM Dr
and Port Republic Rd ha* hosted
18 accident* In the part year.

plM" illustration by CASEY TtMM-KTON irmnr /ttuHifrapfti

White date-rape drug* are not commonly reported at JMU, It I* a teriou* problem which
demand* awarenesi of safety procedure*.

R00f ieS — Notorious
problem across campuses
■v RACHANA Dixrr
mtfs IIMTUR
Due to a lack of proper testing equipment and staff availability, most college health
centers are not equipped to
test tor date rape and the presence of date-rape drugs.
"People would have to be
on call 24 hours a day," said
JMU Health Center Director
( mnk Campbell. She added
if certain staff members were
to be on call constantly, this
means the Health Center
would have to be open 24
hours -i da\ .IS well.
Testing for date rape, and
drugs often associated with
it, is largely based on forensics. 'This is a whole different
realm of expertise," Campbell
said. There's much more scientific and forensic evidence
associated with a rape kit."

In addition, emergency
room doctors, sexual assault
nurse examiners and a trained
police officer would have to be
present dunng the test. Hillary
Wing-Richards,
associate
director of the Office of Sexual
Assault Prevention, said, 'The
hospital is the logical place for
this lab work to take place.''
If a student comes to the
Health Center because they
think they have been given a
date rape drug or been raped,
the Health Center will transport them to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital for testing.
"We do work very closely
with RMH," Campbell said.
"They have a very good system in place."
However, date rape has
been a notorious problem on,
and around college campuses,
according to Campbell. About
97 percent of JMU rapes are

Student
found
dead
A JMU student passed away this
weekend, during the early hours of
Sunday morning.
Junior David Hicks lived off campus
on South High Street and was discovered at that location by the Hamsonburg
Police Department. HPD spokesman Lt.
Kurt Boshart said no sigas of foul play
were apparent at this time. The cause
of death is still under investigation and
will not be known until a toxicology
report is received from the Medical
Hxaminer's Office in Roanoke.
A funeral service was held yesterday at St. Stephen's Episcopal in Forest
but a bunal date has not yet been
announced.

acquaintance rapes, according to the Women's Resource
Center Web site, jmu.edujwomensresourxe. However, according to
the Fall JMU Judicial Summary
there was only one reported
case of sexual assault on campus between July land I lac M
The most common date
rape drugs include Rohypnol,
or
"roofies,"
Gamma
Hydroxybutync Acid and
CBL. All of these drugs hav
been known to cause sedation
in victims, according to the
JMU Office of Sexual Assault
Prevention's Web site, jmu.
edma>saultprex:
Rohypnol produces profound, prolonged sedation, a
feeling of well-being and short
term memory loss, according to the Web site. Sedation
occurs 20 to 30 minutes fol-

Let me preface my story
by stating this did not occur at
James Madison University, but
as a student, I would like to
share my experience with my
peers regardless.
I went to visit a friend from
home, who attends another
Virginia university, dunng the
weekend of Jan. 21. Around
9 p.m. we started drinking at
his dorm and then left to go
to his fraternity house. They
were having a band play at the
house, and in turn, expected
a large turnout. He took me
around and introduced me to
some of his fraternity brothers. At that point, 1 had been
dnnking already, but was by
no means drunk — 1 was well
aware of what I was doing.
One of the brothers made me
a drink, and then we all went
downstairs to watch the band.
After running into a few
other friends from home, things
startedtogetalittleblurry I dun'(
really remember a specific time
when I stopped remembering
things, but I went from having
a good time and being tipsy to
blacking out. 1 have no memory
beyond a certain point, and
from then on, 1 only know what
my friend told me.
The next morning I awoke
next to a trashcan with my
pajamas on, unable to recall
getting home or getting dressed
— basically anything after 1
had blacked out. My friend
said that I became very flirtatious and talkative, and that
he realized that something was
wrong. In turn, he decided to
take me home around 12:30
a.m. He noticed that 1 got proEressively worse on the way
■mi1 and was unable to walk
straight or stand up without
his help.
After listening to his story
of the night I was in shock
because he told me things I had
done and I wasn't able to recall
anything at all. What was even
stranger to me was that I drink

here at JMU just about every
weekend, and well aware of my
tolerance level.
It seemed bizarre to me that
I would go from being tipsy
to blacking out with just one
drink. At first, the possibility of
a date-rape drug never crossed
my mind because I had never
had an encounter with it before
and didn't know much about it.
The following Monday 1
shared the story with my close
friends, who immediately
brought up the possibility of
someone slipping me a drug,
They have been with me on
past weekends when I had
been drinking and knew that
it was unlike me to act in such
a manner.
I called the Health Center
and asked if there was any way I
could get tested to see if the daterape drug was in my system.
They told me that they do not
have the ability to check for the
drug and then referred me to the
Women's Resource Center.
I talked to a very nice
woman who explained that
JMU did not offer this test and
that I would have to go to the
emergency room. I then called
the hospital to get more details
about the pmcedure. Because
I knew that I was taken care
of while I was blacked out I
was not overly concerned with
getting the test done, but just
curious for my own sake. 1 was
worned that if something had
gotten slipped into my drink,
then something should be said
at the fraternitv house. Also,
if something had not been
slipped into my drink. I was
concerned for myself, because 1
did not want to ever be in that
situation again.
I was also concerned about
my confidentiality and whether
or not my parents would find
out that I was getting tested
for this drug, causing them to
worry. After talking to someone
in the blood test center, she told
me that I had waited tot) long to
get the test done and that it was
set TRUE, page 3

Safety & Reducing The Risk
»Never leave beverages unattended.
•Don't accept drinks from someone you don't know well.
»At a pub, bar or nightclub, acce.
bartender or server.

' -inks only from the

»When drinking, keep an eye on your friends and ask
them to watch out for you. If someone else seems
extremely drunk after having only a small amount of
alcohol, date-rape drugs may be involved.
Source: Wbmen'j Resource Center

srt FACTS, page 3
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Shining Light

photos by EVAN DYSON/wwir ptmlotraphrr

A* the cun set over Eastern Mennonlte University Monday night, nearly 70 people formed a circle In Thomaa
Plaza to remember the live* lo.t and those In peril In the Middle Eaat. (Left) EMU itudent Katie Lehman
rights a candle for Tom Fox. a former *tudent who ha* been held hostage In Iraq alnce last November
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Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807
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Fax: (5401 568-6736

Underage possession
of alcohol

Breaking and entering,
property damage

A JMU student was charged
with underage possession ol
alcohol at Eagle Hall Jan. 27 at
12:39 a.m.

A JMU employee reported that
breaking and entering occurred
at Showker Hall. Damage was
done to the door handles of five
offices between Jan. 27 at 5
p m. and Jan. 29 at 9 a.m

Drunk In public, underage possession of alcohol, violation of alcohol
policy
A JMU student was charged with
being drunk in public, underage
possession of alcohol and a violation of the alcohol policy at Theatre IIJan 27at2:21 am

Drunk in public, underage
possession of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with
being drunk in public and underage
possession of alcohol at Dingledine
Hall Jan. 28 at 3:20 am

I www.thebreeze.org |

Property damage
A JMU student reported damage
to a game console and laptop
computer in an unsecured residence hall room at Rockingham
Hall between Jan 28 at 10:10
p m. and Jan. 29 at 1 30 a.m.

"Peeping Tom"
A JMU student reported a possible Peeping Tom looking through
the back-door window of the Sigma Kappa house on Greek Row
Jan. 29 at 11:54 p.m
Number of parking tickets since
Aug. 29 14,579
Number of drunk in publics since
Aug. 29 55

Events Calendar
CS-L's Annual Service Fair
Wondering what to do after graduation?
Want to incorporate community service
into your work and make a difference7
Come to CS-L's Annual Service Fair
and hear from numerous organizations
such as the Peace Corps. America
Corps. Heifer, Teach for America and
other organizations that provide fulltime service opportunities. The fair will
be located in Transitions In Warren Hall
Feb. 6 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. For more
information, gotolmu.edu/csl.

Annual Take Back the Night
Benefit Concert
The annual Take Back the Night Benefit
Concert will be held Feb 7 at 8 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre The concert
will feature JMU groups such as Normal
Detour, Madison Dance. Exit 245. NoteOriety, Intense City, the Breakdance
Club and the Duke Dog Tickets will be
sold in advance on the commons the
week prior to the concert for $4 Tickets
will be $5 at the door. For more information, e-mail wrc/aurenOvarioo.com.

CLASSIFIEDS

MISSION

■ How to place a classified Goto wHw.fhebreeze.oro: and dick on the classified snk or come into the office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: $5 00 for the first 10 words. S3 for each additional 10
words: boxed classified. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

The Sreeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local
community The Sreeze stives to be
impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly
believes in its First Amendment rights
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SIJPEHBOWL SUM) U
SPECIAL!!
Ill FOR ONLY:

-One large 16" pizza with one topping
*,tt «,..,
-12 Buffalo wings
».».»->...
• -»n
• L•
Plus tax
-1 2 Pepperoni bites
ca)i ahead for quick pick-up!
-One 2 liter bottle of soda
_ 44x.cj.4m 1 ftK
llarrisonburR Crossing, across fromthc WAL-MART
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Contact Us

DUKE DAYS

BY KELLY FISHER/SEMOR KOTOI

A JMU student was charged with
underage possession of alcohol at
Weaver Hall Jan 28 at 12:25 am
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INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
91 N Main SI

Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

ILuilaonlmie:. VA

Lunch Monday - Saturday
II 00 am - 2 30pm
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m - 9:30 p.m.

tTtlOITIIWa

Caribbean Tan

TANNING SPECIALS

***Breakfast Special***
Egg Sr Cheese
on a Bagel or Biscuit

ONLY $0.99111

Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for$l more

v'r
Caria^n Tan

6 Tans
$20

Spring Break Special

basic beds only

ALL BEDS!

Offer good at both
Harrisonburg locations
Expires 2/28/2006

Offer good at both
Harrisonburg locations
Expires 2/28/2006

$45

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
Saturday 10am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm

NOW Offering FREE DELIVERY!
Monday - Friday 7am-8pm
Saturday 9am 8pm • Sunday 11am 4pm
438-0080
120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

v'/

Caribou Tan

Food Lion Shopping Center
433-9989

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
438-9989

rinerrentals.com

540-438-8800

Roosevelt Squore
4 bedrooms
■1 bolhs
furnished
located across from
Memorial Hall

College Station

Liberty Street

The Deck House

■4 bedrooms

3 bedrooms

1.2,3, 8 4 bedroom
units

4 7 bedrooms

JMs

Various Houses

2 baths

I S baths

I & 2 bedroom
apartments

3 level tondos
wosher/diyer

nice bail palio

water & heat included

laundry on site

many updates

walk to campus

shorl walk lo campus

walk lo compus

all located within

furnished

oldei homes wilh

2miles of campus

Prices start at $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available.

CAMPUS

Rachana Dixit. KUitor
Drcw l.epp. Lditor

brteztni-\\s'»hotnuiiLiom
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Dukettes place 5th, 8th in
national dance competition
■Y CARIV LEDLC
CONTUBU7IKC HKtrFK

The JMU Dukettes recently returned from tin- Universal Dance
Association College Nationals in Orlando. Ha., after daring 5th out of 13
teams in the hip-nop category and 8th
out of 20 in the ja/7 category.
The Dukettes performed al the
national competition for Division
I schools over the Martin Luther
King Jr. holiday weekend.
The dance team began preparing for this event in July, using
performances with the Marching Royal Dukes to condition
throughout the season
"We had two day-long eight-hour
practices to leam both of our routines
from visiting chonx>g rap hers. Alter
that, wt had two-and-a-half-hour
practices a day, five days a week in
preparation for nationals,'' said senior
I>ukette Captain Betsy fame-.
James added that the team returned early from Winter Break
to resume practues two times I
day, in addition to several exhibition performance*.
The Dukettes competed In two
categories: hip-hop and dance. For
the dame category, the Dukettes per*

formed a \,\// routine to an all-Spanish shakira song that blended fluidity with movements of urgency.
"We incorporated a difficult
turn sequence, challenging extension combinations, intricate
group work, many formation
changes and expression of the music through choreography," said
Dukette coach Jean Bryan.

... / came onto the team
looking for a wax to
continue dancing, but I'm
leaving after four years
with so much more.
— Betsy James
Dukeiic captain
Basically, if one movement or
element was misplaced, the entire
routine would suffer."
Bryan said tor the hip-hop category, the Dukettes performed a tastpaced, hip-hop routine to a mix of
new and old-school funk Nfltfc
Nationally-renowned choreogra-

pher Jonathan Lewis choreographed
the jazz routine and professional
dancer Ashley Seldon choreographed the hip-hop routine. The
routine was built around their
strengths, style, technical areas
they would be challenged in, and
most Importantly, expectations
from the UDA competition panel
The Dukettes were judged on a 10poinl scale tor a reasincluding technical
element--, evpression of music, group
uork. stage i\ ork, crowd .ippeal. synchronization and performance. This
was not onlv their first trip to the current I I »A nationals, but the iXikettes
west also one of the few teams to place
in the finals of both categories
"1 believe this will increase the
team's drive to raise the difficulty of
dance elements for themselves — increase technical elements, increase
stamina and challenge each other
more," Bryan said. "I see them applying these ideas to all their routines in
the future and coming back to UDA
next year with a whole new box of
tnck-v Ihev'll continue lo blow everyaneaway."
lames said, I. ame onto the team
looking for a way to continue dancing, but I'm leaving after four years
with so much more."

Dance-a-thon to raise money
for Hurricane Katrina relief
•V KAMI KELLOCC
SENK)R WKfTER

JMU's chapter of Habitat for Humanity will be holding
their "Dance 'til Dawn" event on Feb. 4 in Transitions, a fundraiser for those wtH) have been affected by Hurricane Katnna.
Proceeds from the event will be going to uV Habitat tor
Humanity International's Katnna Relief Fund, which will
help to rebuild devastated areas in the Gulf Coast.
Junior lara Rev ka, the "Dance 'til Dawn" coordinator, said the evening will include free food, dance contests, prizes and a special appearance by the Duke Dog.
"It is just going to be a laid-back, fun night," Reyka said.
This year's event will differ from the dance-a-thon
that Habitat for Humanity sponsored last year for tsunami relief because participants do not need to dance
the entire night to be eligible for the top prize. Instead,
the grand pri/e will be awarded to the participant who
raises the most money for Katrina relief.
Students do not need to raise money in order to attend the event said Habitat president, senior Katie DiDonato, but there is a Sf> donation required for students

J

who register in advance. Students are also able to rigfl
up for the event at the door for $8.
Last year, DiDonato says the dance-a-thon raised over
$500 for those who were impacted by the tsunami, but members of I labitat are hoping to top that this year.
"Hopefully, as we ci>ntinue to do this over the wars, the
event will continue to grow," DiDonato said.
Preparations for the event began in November and have
been the center of Habitat's attenbon so far tins \ear
"It has definitely been our main focus and taken
up a lot of our time," Revka said
While much of the evening will revolve around dancing
and fun, the primary objective of the event is still to assist
those that have been affected by Hurncane Katnna.
"We need to reach out to our fellow Americans in need,"
DiDonato said. 'The damage down there is incredible, and
we have to do anything we can to repair the damage there
and show compassion to those people."
A sign-up booth is located in Warren 1 fall for those students that are interested in registenng early Students who
wish to raise money can pick up a donation form when they
register and ask tnends or relatives tor contributions.
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SGA passes resolutions in
support of lobbying, tunnel
BY ASHLEY MCCLELIAND

The Dukettes perform one of their many dance routine* at a women's basketball game.

THI RSDAY. FKB.

At Tuesday's Student Senate meeting, the Student Government Association passed five resolutions in support of
the Legislative Action Committee, which
will head to Richmond to lobby the Virginia State General Assembly on behalf
of JMU Feb. 6.
The bills supported the committee
to lobby for support of.a tunnel under
South Main Street to the new Performing
Arts Center, and for support to put the
absentee ballot form online.
The senate also passed bills of support for the committee to lobby against a
bill in front of the General Assembly that
would allow firearms onto the campuses
of higher education.
The committee will lobby for a bill
in the assembly that will lower textbook
prices, and they will ask the assembly to
"fully fund the Base Adequacy Formula
and save Virginia students $1,246 in increased tuition," according to the bill.
In addition, Senate. Geary Cox presented a bill expressing that the SGA
should not limit the student representative to the Board of Visitor's participation in the senate.
"Our bill seeks to ensure that students are always free to represent the
student body and that [his or her) ability
to serve JMU isn't hindered by the actions of one person," Cox said.

I lie |ob description proposed by the
(Student Representative to the| BOV constitutes a dangerous vendetta against the
SGA. We said tonight that we don't think
anyone should try to put limitations (.n
student leadership at JMl
The bill was passed after an amendment to the SGA constitution was defeated by the senate that said the student
representative should not be a member
of the SGA Senate. Senator senior Cory
Winter, who proposed the amendment,
said, "The point of the student representative is to have an individual voice. I
think we want that diversity of input."
Stephanie Genco, the current student representative to the BOV, said,
"I've always believed the SGA and
the student representative to the BOV
should strive to work together to best
serve students. Although our roles are
much different, our central goal is the
same, which is to serve |MU students
to the best of our ability."
Also during the meeting, an amendment to the constitution was passed stating the Executive Council could not hold
seats in the senate I his rule had been
observed, but was not a part of the constitution in the past, and the amendment
was passed unanimously.
The senate also passed three finance
hills onto the finance committee for many
clubs, including the Latino Student Alliance, the Sociology Club and the Psychology Peer Advising Club.

American gladiators

RAISA ISON <I'onihulinyphologronhf'

Freshman Martin Makris and sophomore Patrick Shanley battle It out
during the Improv Bowl VII, which Incorporated a Roman Gladiators vs.
American Gladiators theme.

TRUE: Drug unlikely to be found
TRUE, from page 1
was unlikely that thev would be able to find
anything. She also told me that it would
show up on my parents' insurance bill if I
were to gel tested, and that if I were not to
use their insurance card, it would end up
costing me a lot of money.
I never got the test done, and I will

probably never know whether or not Minething was slipped into my dnnk Hut atter
learning more about date rape and date
-rape drugs and about how common the\
are, I feel as though it would be convenient
if we had testing for it on our campus md
there was a way in which it could be eonlidenbal and inexpensive.

FACTS: Ordinary medications used
FACTS, from page 1
lowing administrabon of just 2 mg of the
drug, which comes in tablet or solution form,
and lasts from eight to 24 hours.
GHB used akme or with other drugs
can cause seizures, insomnia, anxiety, nausea,
dizziness, loss ot penpheral vision, hallucinations, coma or death, and can come in a white
powder form or as a clear liquid GBL, a
dietary supplement, has been found to create
similar symptoms as GHB.
Sometimes, Wing-Richards said, even
prescription drugs are used.
"We're finding that people are using anta-

anxiety drugs and ordinary medications,"
Wing-Richards said.
The Office of Sexual Assault Prevention
and the Health Center advises students to
notify them as soon as possible if thev think
they have been drugged or date raped.
"Often, the person who feels they've been
given the drug doesn't get to the hospital soon
enough," Wing-Richanls Hid
Campbell added that date-rape drugs
can be slipped into any kind of dnnk. In
rum, students should watch their drinks
while at parties and make sure the) are
with tnends

THIS WEEK IN JMU JsVTMLETICS
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THE BREEZE

Opportunity is knocking...
The Breeze is hiring!
Asst. Advertising Manager
Account Executive
Advertising Designer
Arts & Entertainment Editor
News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Copy Editor
Opinion Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor
Art Editor
Online Editor

Call 568-6127 for more information!

To apply and see job descriptions,
visit http://joblink.jmu.edu
starting Monday (February 6th).
Submit the student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references.

Shoot Yourself Photo Contest

'JMU Life As You Know It"

Take a picture of what
you think captures an
aspect of JMU life and
enter to win a chance
to have your photo
featured in the awardwinning Bluestone
Yearbook!
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Questions?
Contact
J
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS

Qo to The Breeze website to
order pictures from the
paper online I King Photo
will print them out and
deliver them to you I

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
fc

GIA Certified Diamond l.lOCts. WS2 H
TACORI Platinum 1.53Cts Mounting
Total Diamond Weight 2.63Cts.

This Week $8000
"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

AFFORDABLE FOOD, GREAT MUSIC & UNFORGETTABLE FUN

432-0610 I dothepub.com
EVERY THURSDAY: $80 Giveaway
Last Weeks Winner: Kimberly Mackiewicz
Senior from New Jersey
THE NEW PUB: Under A New MOJO
Our Student Staff Makes Us The Best
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I Foe
6 Most adventurous
12 Samoyed's smile''
15 Solidify
18 Half the diameter
20 Actress Renee
21 Unwell
22 Castilian cry
23 Start of a remark by
Billy Connolly
27 He's a doll
28 Maugham's
"Cakes and -"
29 Ration, with "out"
30 Shaggy ruminant
31 Eban of Israel
33 Maroon
36Coeurd-.ID
37 The Jetsons dog
40 Boxing blow
41 Tom of
"Adam's Rib"
44 Part 2 of remark
48 Songwriter Jacques
49 Pierce
53 Corsage fastener
54 Sycophant
55 Border
57 Antipollution grp.
58 Squid's squirt
59 Undo an error
60 Rock's Pink 61 October Revolution
name
63 Average grade
64 Stack role
65 Conspire
66 Narrow shelf
67 Vitamin bottle abbr.
69 Part 3 of remark
73 Presidential
nickname
74 Philatelist's need
76 Frank
77 "-Man" ('84 film)
79 Cleaning cloth
82 Castle campaign
83 Custom
85 Belief
86 Viral illness
87 Everything
88 Bacall or Chapin
90 Paraguayan title
91 UK honor
92 Goofy Gomer
94 Gourmet Graham
95 Part 4 of remark
98 Humble
00 It may get pickled
101 Hall's partner
102 - Dame
105 Cavort in the pot
107 Made cotton candy
109 The chosen few
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33 TVs "Evening -"
110 WWII site
34 With 103 Down,
111 Rush
baseballs '64
112 Periodontists' org.
Rookie of the Year
115 End of remark
122 Zsa Zsa's sister
35 Poet McKuen
37 "A Dandy in -"
123 Actor Chancy
('68 film)
124 Virgilian epic
38 Oinkers
125 Vintner Gallo
39
Barrie sprite
126 Fled
127 Word with roll or cream 42 Put the metal to the
metal
128 In
43 Biblical priest
129 Architectural features
45 To be. in Toulouse
DOWN
46 Poke fun at the
1 Estrada or Sane
famous
2 Church area
47 Range rope
3 Genesis setting
48 Shirley of "Hazel"
4 "Can-" (65 hit)
50 Novice
5 Brynner of
51 Make-of oneself
Tans Bulba"
52 Bete noire
6 Motown's Marvin
55 Circus performer
7 Pitches
56 "Mama" Cass
8 Tnm the turf
59 Kind of paint
9 Baseball slat
60 Armada
10 Children's author
62 Cartoon cry
Maunce
65 Charlemagne's dad
11 Rocky Mountain range
68 Excavated
12 Extensive
70 Reserved
13 Cockpit fig.
71 Where Devils light
14 Worldwide
Flames
15 Gaggle gal
72 High-toned guy'1
16 Singer lohn
74 PDQ. politely
17 Stan75 Mrs. Munster
I'M Iran l he-,1.-. I.
78 It'll curl your hair
24 In the manner of
80 Dramatist Edward
25 Like Nestor
81 Risk an opinion
26 Rounder features
83 Tints
31-deco
84 Cuffs
32 Singer Scaggs
85 Saw features

L
89 Record abbr
90 Hens and pens
93 "Angel" ('55 hit l
95 Something for two
96 "-don't say!"
97 Blocker or
O'Herlihy
99 Firefly, for one
100 Lawn cleaner
102 More up-to-date
103 See 34 Down
104 Big guy
106 Skirt feature
107 Silly Caesar
108 Pedigreed pooch
110 Ballad or barcarole
111 Actress Lamarr
112 Maintain
113 Actor \ni./
114 Hammett hound
116 Grab all the goodies
117 Vane letters
118 Velvet finish
119 Free (of)
120 Pro-gun org
121 Bankbook abbr

OPINION

Hri.tn Goodman, Editor
hreezeopinion@hotmaiLcom
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HOUSE EDITORIAL

LOVKR OF WOMEN, CONQI'KRKR

Nothing stated in State of the Union

A message from the Eskimos
BY BOMY MCMAHON
SIMOK WJUTEJI

The all-powerful Washington Post, in reporting on Tuesday's Slate of the Union address, earned the front-page headline. "Bush
says U-S. must remain a world leader." In
the same spirit. The Breeze was tempted to
lead with the story "U.S. responds: Thank
you Captain Obvious."
With this year's State of the Union,
President Bush kept with the long political tradition of speaking for 50 minutes
without saying anything. With his administration bleeding red ink and his approval rating matching his waistline point tor
point, the president was in no position to
propose anything new, sweeping, or even
moderately significant
And, never (ear, he didn't. Pundits found

the most noteworthy statement of the night
to be the earth-shaking contention that
"America is addicted to oil, which is often
imported from unstable parts of the world,"
a contention the president has made, in some
form or another, in every State of the Union
address he has given. There was nothing
else in his speech that carried any particular
weight — and that is if you consider his deep
thought on foreign oil to be weighty.
Besides lip service to tradition, there
was precious little in the State of the Union
that made it worth tuning in for, and most
Americans seemed to agree. Though the
president did take the night, almost as
many people watched the one airing of
"American Idol" as watched President

Bush on CBS, NBC, ABC and FOX.
With the notable exception of the State
of the Union address in 2001, the pomp and
circumstance that is the speech no longer
has impact on the actual state of the Union.
The only thing it seems to be good for anymore is getting Cindy Sheehan arrested.
Considenng the political dire straits he
is in. President Bush is assumedly looking
for any opportunity to improve his standing
with the American people; yet the State of the
Union was even more uneventful than Harrisonburg when school is out. If a nationally
televised speech to both sides of Congress
is no longer viewed as an opportunity, it no
longer warrants consideration. Fifty minutes
of hot air is a lot of primetime to waste.

BREEZE PKRSFIXTIYKS

The many crucial rules of roommate mating
%\ |EII WATSON
covnuiunvc \s*mn
The day has finally arrived; vour big
date H itli the £irl from upstairs. I mean, if
things go well tonight, you may be changing your Facebook profile to "Talking to
a member of the opposite sex" or "In a
relationship" — pretty serious. You want
to treat her like the princess she is, so you
take her to a little place you know about
— Festival. Hell, you even double-punch
for her. After Cranberry Farms has left
you both nauseously full, you continue
the date in your 15x8 paradise, your dorm
room. After dodging the RAs (1 mean,
come on now, it is past "visiting hours"),
you victoriously saunter into vour room.
As you close the door you look into her
eyes, she into yours. You can feel it coming
over you; the moment has final I v arrived.
No sooner than when you smell the sweet
aroma of her Chapstick, your roommate
barges in ">o' lonight was like ... man,
dude, just crazy! Damn, bro, did we get
a new roommate?!'' Alas, your so-called
moment is shot to hell.
Having a roommate as well as a lovelife in a single-room dorm puts a damper
on things The romance you desire becomes
as productive as a novel-reading done by a
blind man; not very. A night atone with that
special person becomes a rushed one-to-two
hour date, hoping every minute that your
roommate is still at the 'library."
How can you stop these intrusions
from Tweedle-Dee? There are numerous
methods on different levels. There is the
ever-popular rubber band or scrunchie on

the doorknob. It can be highly effective
and also serve as a nice decoration during
the holidays. Simply locking the door has
proved useless over the years due to a set
of keys being provided to each roommate.
An overzealous approach may be to place
your desk or refngerator in front of your
door. This provides a strict barrier between
the lover and the moron. Also, if he gets
thirsty, he can enjoy a nice cold beverage
while he waits When the barrier methods
prove ineffective, one can always try the
respected phone call or text message to the
roommate, asking them to please rent a motel room, find another place to stay or come
home as late as possible. However, this
method may not always work* as shown
by past experiences between roommates.
Some people may say that they will agree
to come home extremely late, but instead
clumsily and mistakenly" come home
much earlier claiming they must sleep in
their bed; as though it has magical powers
and they have a certain unbreakable bond.
It may sound slightly sketchy and reek of
B.S., but you can not trust everyone these
days and need to pick your battles.
These unwritten laws of roommate
rules have been evident for over 200 years.
Our very own James Madison, along with
John Jay and Alexander Hamilton, are
pnme examples. Their story shows that
nothing good can come of being "that
roommate." Whila writing our beloved
Constitution, John Jay bunked with his
pal James Madison in a one-bedroom loft
rented out by a sailor named Bob in what
is now Suffolk, back in 1787. Mr. Madison
had been known as "JMacDaddv" in the

old times and warned John Jay that he
may be having guests over from time to
time. Mr. Jay calmly set aside any doubts
Madison may have had about having a
"roomie." One night after looking past
the old "pen and scroll on the door" trick
used in earlier times. Jay barged in on Mr.
Madison. Furious, Madison kicked Jay out
of the loft. The same incident happened
with Mr. Hamilton. He politely asked Jay
to leave and called him rude. History goes
on to show that being "that roommate'' has
no benefits whatsoever. After alt, Madison
went on to be the fourth president, "Father of the Constitution," and has a university built in his honor. Hamilton's face
is on the $10 bill. Jay became nothing and
died in poverty, scrounging the streets
around Pennsylvania Avenue looking for
a handout. He was denied any place to
rest his head because of his history of being known as "that roommate."
Male nx>m mates are not the only ones at
fault, just as men are not to blame for all of
the problems in the world. After all Eve did
eat the apple. All of these rules apply to both
sexes. If you are the roommate that walks
in carelessly, be aware; revenge is a dish
best served cold. You would not want your
roommate walking in on you asking, "did
you need more diarrhea medicine?^ or "I
thought you said he/she was ugly," and my
favorite, "how is that itch coming along?"
My main point is that you two are roommates and are living together. Do not piss
each other off, because this can make life a
living hell. If all else fails, team to keep it PC
until you get your own place.
leff Watson is a freshman justice studies major

We are the Eskimos, and we
are not happy. We have chosen to
come forth from our Arctic homeland to end the baseless and boorish assault on our culture initiated
by the peoples of warmer climates,
especially you in America. Your
media outlets and clothing stores
have made us the subject of ridicule and mockery, and we will
no longer stand by and allow our
dress, our culture and our women
to be fodder for your sophomoric
entertainment. The Eskimos are a
fair and just people, and we will
enumerate your trespasses so that
you can understand the nature of
our grievances and have an opportunity to make amends.
Your American women mock
our culture by gallivanting about
in our traditional fur-lined boots
and large parkas. In the frozen
tundra of our home, we wear
these clothes not for fashion, but
for the prevention of hypothermia
in temperatures that can descend
well below negative 30 degrees
Farenheit. Do you know what
happens to your feet at negative 30 if you are not wearing the
proper footwear? Your toes freeze
right off. It is very painful, but of
course, you would not know that
Your women are too busy cavorting around your villages wearing
our boots and calling mem "super
cute." There is no word in Inuit for
"super cute," for we are too busy
surviving the harsh climate to invent such a tnvial word.
Unlike you, we would never
dishonor the great sacrifice of the
furry animals by dressing ourselves in fur-lined boots and a short
skirt, as even the most reckless of
our Eskimo women cannot fathom such levels of disrespect to our
animal friends. Also, if you could,
please enlighten us to the identity
of this "Ugg" fellow, for we in the
Eskimo community know no such
person as "Ugg." Further, we resent your characterization of all
Eskimos as knuckle-dragging Neanderthals, as we are an educated
and enlightened people, cultured
in the realms of literature and art.
We especially enjoy the works of
famed author Jack London, as few
others have captured the unhndled wonder and awesome fury of
our homeland as he has.

Of

NATIONS

Your attempts to shame our
culture do not stop at our clothing, for if they did, our generally
cheery attitude and patience for
outsiders would overwhelm any
animosity we feel toward you.
As much as your television and
cartoon strips would like you to
believe, we do not live in igloos,
nor do we travel the vast tundra
via dogsled. When the Eskimos
hear these gross misconceptions, we cast them aside with a
hearty laugh, for we know how
ignorant you are to believe that
we travel in anything less than
fully loaded Chevy Suburbans.
Oh yes, the technological wonder known as the "automobile"
has reached us in the great white
North, and we are very pleased
with its capabilities.
Our people reach their breaking point when you ridicule their
intimate abilities with your charactenzation of "Eskimo kisses" as
nothing more than platoruc nose
rubbing. Do you think we, cannot
kiss our women with our mouths?
Is this what you are taught in your
public schools? By propagating
these stereotypes, you are ridiculing the Eskimo man's virility
and pride, an ofTense we do not
take lightly If another man in the
village were to do this, he would
be challenged instantly to a traditional pole fight. Luckily, you are
not in the village, so you are safe
— but not for long.
If you continue dishonoring
our people and our culture, then
the wrath of the Eskimos will descend on you like a burning eagle
of justice. Our vengeance will flow
like the salmon of the great river,
swift and unyielding, toppling all
those who dare stand in our way
and sending the rest fleeing in horror. You will cower in your centrally heated homes and beg for
mercy, but your cries will fall on
the unsympathetic ears of a race
hardened by centuries of bitterly
cold winters. Heed our warning,
people of warm climates, and we
may forgive you for your transgressions. If, however, you choose
to continue your attacks on the
Eskimos, we will be forced to end
your villainy with extreme prejudice. The Eskimos have spoken.
Bobby McMahon is a senior
political science major and can
speak 19 languages, including
three forms oflnuit.
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LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

%s"
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMamSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com
Services may vary by location

LESSON If2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY'
Th« card is FREE
^"STflW
Every 6r wash it tree
^"* (Sy"
Prepaid option (20% itudent bonut with ID)
See attendant or on the wed at www rmraeiewathcard com

LESSON 83. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PL A Yf

E-mail darts and pals to
breezedpfe hotrruiil.foni.
Pant A Pals are tubmitted anonymously
and primed on a space-available basis.
Submissions art based upon one person i
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily re flea ihe truth

A "feel-fTee-to-throw-yourselves^wer-therailing" to every group of friends who insist on
clogging all three lanes of the UREC track.
From an outer-lane runner who understands
that fogging is not a team sport, and wishes others
would set that as well.

A "where'd-the-fun-gor dart to the guys in
one of the dorms who used to regularly take the
trash downstairs wearing only their underwear.
From two disappointed freshman gtrls who
had grown quite accustomed to the exhibitionist
show on trash night.

A "don't-you-have-anything-better-to-do?"
dart to the gutless men who drove around the
apartments trying to hit people — women included — in the face with potatoes.
From a junior girl whose face really hurts,
and hates having to explain how she was hit with
a spud thrown by spuds.

A "one-should-actually-work-at-their-job"
dart to the rude Dining Services employee who
picked up our trays and moved them toa dirty
table because she didn't want to clean both.
From a group of sophomores wlto were amazed
at how rude and hedonistic people can be. even
while on the clock.

A "move-your-diaper-bag" dart to the
girl who took up a whole seat on a jampacked bus for her purse.
From a peeved junior who hopes you have higher career goals than being a bag lady.

A "let-me-paint-you-a-pcture" dart to the
art department for offering a clavs on a computer
program not installed on the class computers
From a jaded senior who wishes slie didn't have to
lose two weeks of doss because of such an oversight.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The No.Va. way of life

Removal of gun ban raises concern

Ten years down, now Madison Project celebrates

I am writing in response to the article about the bill in the Virginia
I Ions,- of I Vlegates that could stop the gun ban at JMU. 1 am shocked
to think that guns could be allowed on campus and wish that the bill
could be extended to certain areas off campus. In my four years of attending JMU, 1 have always felt safe on and around campus. What really disturbed me about a possible lift on the gun ban was the fact that
a |MU student actually carries a handgun and has a concealed weapon
permit. I recently saw a program on MTV called 'True Life: I am a Gun
Owner" which featun'd a JMU transfer student. The show follows her
around to popular spots such as Highlawn and the SunTrust bank on
the corner of Port Republic Road and South Main Street carrying a
handgun in her purse. They also show her in her home sleeping with a
rifle. I felt that the show reflected JMU in a poor light and the student
made our school look unsafe. Then' is no need for guns on the JMU
campus or in our community. I am scared to know that a fellow student is carrying around a hand gun to places off campus that 1 frequent
and I shudder to think that she might be allowed to bnng it to class < >r
activities on-campus. Hopefully the Virginia House of Delegates \s til
make the nght choice and not lift the gun ban.
Nancy Jane Ball
senior SMAD and art history major

I'd like to give an opinion that represents the thoughts of al least 15
gentlemen at JMU, not to mention those alumni who have come before
us We are Ihe Madison Project, the first a cappella group to form at
JMU in 1996, and we'd like to say 'Thank you." It's been 10 years that
w e\ e sung for who knows how many shows here on the campus, and
only God knows how many more. With our latest CD release, The Madison Project's Greatest Hits, we amid only think of those JMU students
who spend 20 or 30 minutes to come cheer and listen to us sing. We sing
because we love it. and because ot the support from fellow students,
we are able to continue doing it. So, we have deeded that the alumni
need to see the amazing thing they started and come to a show here at
JMU. We figured that any old show wouldn't cut it so we're switching
things up. With the release of this CD, we are making this show our CD
release party and performing as many songs on the CD as we can. However, the current group doesn't know all of the awesome hits that Project
performed five or six years ago. So imagine about 40 guys, graduating
classes 19% to 2(XW, singing the songs JMU students beg to near at every show. Dreaming won't last long, because this Saturday, it's coming
true. We are putting on the biggest and best show we can; and hopefully
one that can't be topped during your time spent here at JMU, and we're
bnnging in the ongmators tohelp us do it up right. This is our huge
thank you to all of you who have supported us over tiSe years, helping
us put out CD after CO and finally allowing us to present to you the best
songs that we have ever sung. We hope to see you all this Saturday at
8 p.m. in the Festival Center Grand Ballroom, so we can say thank you
with the best concert you will ever see!
Paul Puckett
senior philosophy major

iv ADAM ABMICFR
CONTRIBUTING WHITER

I just wanted lo lake a moment and dear up any exaggerated fairy tales that may be floating around about the place called
NaVa., and tell everyone what
this secluded part of Virginia is
really all about In hopes of stifling any ill-fated remarks about
this area, I would like to take you
through the life of this snobby
breed that reigns from No.Va.
"No.Va." is the home of
half- million-dollar townhouses.
A place where you could cash
in Daddy's trust fund and buy
your own Ferrari, and before you
amid bum up your first three
gallons of premium unleaded,
be at the next dealership to buy
vourself another $50 hat because
surely it lost its original luster in
those 20 miles. Only in a place
like No.Va. is one able to take a
stroll from Tiffany's to Louis Vuitton and drop a couple hundy on
their girlfriend when she's been
good. She just loves those brown
bags (the ones with L's and V's on
it not L's and F*s, mind you).
In No.Va. it is essential to
have a No.Va. arsenal of pastelcolored polos. Popped or unpopped, you ask? Who cares?
As long as those babies have a
gator or a horse and jockey on
it you're good to go. OK and
please opt for the pique versions
as opposed to their preposterous cotton counterparts. Ladies,
'run to the mall" in sweats and a
T-shirt!? Certainly not in No.Va.,
for every appearance you make
outside the confines of your bedroom should be nothing short of
a fashion extravaganza. So tie up

those pearls and slip into those
heels (mind the toe cleavage) because when you slide out of your
Benz, you're not simply walking
into the malt you are exemplifying what it is to be "No.Va."
The social aspect of NoVa.,
I assure you, is nothing short
of spectacular. Lavish dinners
with entrees most couldn't pronounce, let alone afford, are a
staple in the nightlife of such an
area. At a restaurant when? the
bathroom attendants spritz and
dry their way to six-figure salaries, one mustn't be shy with the
tips. At a place like this, a pearly
white smile and a dry hand
towel could cost you more than
your escargot appetizer.
In an area ricn with such beautiful people of abundant wealth,
scandals are fast and frequent in
their lifestyle. Age plays no part in
the courtship of these people, and
for that reason, nobody is off limits. A No.Va. girl must be as cautious of her mother around her
boyfriend as she is of that slum
saleswoman eyeing him at Nieman's. Beauty and brains reign
supreme in this region, so be sure
to check your daddy's Palm Pilot
for mistress messages, and check
under the table at Sunday dinner
when you bring home "the great
guy I met at school.''
So next time you speak of
such people with a squint of the
eye and a flick of that tongue,
bite that damn thing first. These
people are not the rich, snobby
types that you whisper of in
your lecture hall. Just normal
people living the No.Va. life as
it should be lived: lavishly.
Adam Armigrr i« a junior
finance major.

9-11 film portrayals must demonstrate restraint
I'm wnhng this letter after viewing the made-for-TV movie, "Flight
93" on A&E in which the hijacking and subsequent downing of United
Flight 93 took place on Sept. 11,2001 After watching the movie and trying to reflect on it I have mixed emotions about the adaptation ot MM h
tragic events into forms of "entertainment." I can vividly remember that
horrific day in our nation's history and viewing such a film reopens old
wounds that have yet to fully heal in the minds of our nation. Yet at the
same time, the purpose of such a movie was to tell the story of the heroic
actions of a few ordinary Americans who refused to sit back and let the
terrorists win. A&E did a good job conveying the personal aspects of
the people on Flight 93 and their loved ones, and while many details of
what actually took place will never be known, the final product served
its purpose. With that said, three big-budget movies revolving around
the events of Sept. 11 have already begun production. This realization
worries me in the sense that the movie industry has been struggling of
late, and money-strapped studios may attempt to commercialize one of
our nation's greatest tragedies without paying proper respect. Hollywood should tread very lightly on such a sensitive topic that continues
to resonate in the American mindset. It is my hope that the directors and
producers of such films thoroughly understand the scope of what they
are depicting and realize that by creating such works, they are preserving these tragic events for future generations of Americans.
Kurt Taves
junior accounting major

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are
welc ome and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250
words, must include a phone number for verification and can be emailed to breezeopmionohotmAil.com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions tor length or grammatical style.

The house editorial reflects the opinion ot the editorial board as a wno/e, and
h not lyecessarity the opinion of any individual staff member of The Breeze
iditnrui Board
Nathan Chiantella. fdNOf fel i AM
*.'»*fm Green, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opinion editor
Pie opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper i It
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South
Main St.

Downtown.
540-434-6980
Downtown
opens again
February 9th!

540-434-4014
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PineafifU&
58 E. Wolfe St. 8r 2425 S. Main St, Harrisonburg

® TOYOTA

400 OFF

ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE
AS A COLLEGE GRAD, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
•NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY.

1
HANGE OR TE?Mr

® TOYOTA
Obuyatoyota.com

MACPHERSON STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
+ AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
+ SIDE ROCKER PANELS
+ 38MPGHWY

= YOUR NEW CAR
A8 SHOWN

«17,360

tt

® TOYOTA moving forward»
r

EPA ESTIMATED MPG FOR 2005 COROLLA S MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY -'MSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEl 1612 EXCLUDING TAX, TAGS AND LICENSE FEES DEALER SETS FINAL PRICE.

SPORTS

Matthew Stoss, Kditor
Mcagan Mihalko. Assistant bdilor
brcrzesporis@holmail.com
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JMU goes for season sweep of VCU
Benvenuto could
factor in Dukes'
postseason push
BV JAMES IRWIN

nNM wmrtR
Perhaps he felt his team needed a light day to offset the daily
grind, or maybe it was just a reward for back-to-back 20-point
wins. Either way, coach Kenny
Brooks made this Tuesday's practice a bit more carefree then last
Tuesday's for the JMU women's
basketball team.
"It was the alternative to giving them two days off," Brooks
said. "It was a little more jovial.
We'll get back at it tomorrow."
A week ago. Brooks, sensing
the Dukes needed a jolt to their
senses, pushed his team through

a hard two-and-a-half-hour practice after JMU's loss to Old Dominion.
This week, after a 20-point
win over North Carolina-Wilmington and a 73-49 drubbing of
William k Mary, the fourth-year
coach changed things up for the
14-4 Dukes with among other
things, a coaches vs. players defense drill and a shooting contest.
When it was
over, a smiling
Brooks seemed
to feel better
about his basFriday
ketball team.
"I
do," JMU at VCU
Brooks
said. 7 p.m.
"We had got- AIM
ten away from PaviHion
the things that
were making us successful, and
I think we've gotten that back
recently. We're a better team the
more we share the ball, and Sun-

Women's
Basketball

day we did that with 19 assists."
Junior point guard Andrea
Benvenuto nad nine of them. The
Ancaster, Ontario, native wilt
enter play Friday night, averaging 5.78 assists per game, the top
mark in the Colonial Athletic
Association. In an atmosphere
where great point guards can
turn even mediocre teams into
potential bracket-busters, Benvenuto might be the key to JMU's
success down the stretch.
"She's probably the biggest
reason why we're where we are,"
Brooks said. "And it's not even
statistically speaking so much as
the tempo she's creating for us.
The game has slowed down for
her."
As a freshman and sophomore, Benvenuto averaged a
shade over 4 points and four assists per game and turned the
ball over roughly as many times
as she found the open shooter.

This season the breakthrough is
her 2:1 assist-to-turnover ratio,
which has helped JMU become
the second-best team in the CAA
in turnover margin.
"The difference is night and
day between what we've done
the last two years, and what
we're doing now," Brooks said.
"I've been on her so much in the
last couple of years but I'd like to
think it's paying dividends now.
I'm her hardest critic"
Well, not quite.
"He's
the
second-hardest
critic," Benvenuto said. "I'm
my own hardest critic. But how
I've done lately is a direct reflection of what he's taught me. My
freshman year, things went so
fast. This year I'm just a lot more
relaxed and I try to let the game
come to me."
The outcome of the game
see GAME, page 10

RAISA ISON'iMffptu-ttwaphtr
Duke*' Junior guard Lesley Dickinson scored 17 points
In their last game, Sunday against WMam A Mary.

Wrestler takes
strange break
Whitaker back
after 'unusual'
redshirt year
B, WHITNEY PROFFITT
CONTWH/TING WRITER

Brendan Whitaker is little
unusual.
"I'm probably the oddball
on the team," the senior 165pounder on the JMU wrestling
team said.
"I
like
playing
Avril Lavi- Saturday
gne and JMU vt Ohio and
Madonna Virginia
in the lock- 11 a.m
er room, Charlotteiville
which the
other guys hate. I just do more
eccentnc things."
His odd behavior has earned over to his wrestling career
Junior year, the Doylestown,
Pa., native took a season off.
Redshirhng is not uncommon
among athletes, but usually it
is for medical reasons or to take
a year to get bigger and / or better. Whitaker, however, took
the redshirt to travel.
"It was something that
was important to me," Whitaker said "At the time, I didn't
even know if I would come
back to wrestle."
He spent spnng semester
Of his junior year studying and
scuba diving on Australia's
Gold Coast.
"It's amazing just to have
the feeling that you're on the
complete opposite side of the
world," Whitaker said. "And
the toilet flushes the opposite
way."
This season, Whitaker
has made his presence on the
team known by coming back
full-force.
"At first I was slow coming back," Whitaker said. "It
was almost like I had forgotten how to wrestle, but it came
back quickly."
The 165-pounder has a 108 record, including two pins.
"Brendan has a great, upbeat attitude," wrestling coach
Josh Hutchens said. "He's come
back, worked hard and showed
a lot of dedication "This season
hr | mure dedicated, and he's
gotten a lot stronger through
weight training and physical

Wrestling

maturity."
Coming back from an offseason doesn't seem too hard,
considering in past seasons,
he's battled back from multiple
mjunt-s including tendinitis in
both elbows bursitis in his left
knee and turf toe.
"Advil is a staple of my
diet" Whitaker said. "And there
are a lot of exercises I can't do because of different injuries."
He suffered one of his most
seven? injuries in wrestling
practice sophomore year when
two other people, including his
roommate. 149-pounder Jeff Jacobs, fell on top of his leg.
"If s hard on you when you
deal with injuries a lot," Whitaker said. "But it just makes you
want to do better."
Currently, Whitaker is recovering from a shoulder injury
that prevented him from wrestling in the Jan. 20 and 21 Colonial Athletic Association Duals.
"Not being able to wrestle
makes me miss the opportunity to compete," Whitaker said,
an opportunity that Whitaker
has had for the last eight years.
He began wrestling in high
school, so that he would have
a winter sport to play. In the
course of his high school career
rte went from 112 to 135 pounds,
was a two-time team MVP, set
his high school's single-season
win record with 50 wins his
senior year, was named to the
Philadelphia
Inquirer
A
eastern
Area second team
at
135
pounds
as a senior and
also took
third Whitaker
place at
the national prep tournament
the same year.
Whitaker was recruited by
Hofstra, Minnesota, Iowa and
Lehigh, but decided on JMU
because he liked the school
as well as the wrestling program.
"I like college wrestling
because it's highly competitive," Whitaker said. "Besides
working hard, it's a lot of fun.
I like being a part of a team,
and I love my teammates. The
team has really come together
this year."

*MYI*TFRSON/**>*
Senior buttertlyer Brad Burton Is one of three seniors that will be honored In Saturday's men's meet against the College of
William A Mary and Davidson College.

Adult swim
Men's swimming
gears up for last
home meet of season
BY MEACAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPOKTS EDITOR

The JMU men's swim team will host
its second and last home meet of the season Saturday at 1 p.m.
Entering their senior meet, the Dukes'
record and individual performances this
season, have hoisted them into one of
the top-five spots in the Colonial Athletic Association.
Right now, the top five teams in the
conference sit somewhere like this: Old
Dominion beat North Carolina-Wilmington last Friday, and JMU lost to ODU the
next day by two points. George Mason
beat ODU earlier this season, and the
other team to throw in the mix is William
k Mary, the Dukes' opponent Saturday.
"It's going to be an exciting meet,"
coach Chris Feaster said. 'They can race
us in any event and we are going to have
to step it up."

To add to the drama, Feaster and
Tribe coach McGee Moody coached together when Feaster was the head assistant coach at East Carolina.
"His last year was my first year,"
Feaster said. "We used to swim against
each other, and I'm excited to get him in
our pool and take it to him."
Saturday's meet is a time to honor the
seniors on the learn, Brad Burton, Evan
Carhart and R.J. Dunn. However, it also
is some of the members' last chance to
post times fast enough to earn a spot on
the conference team. Madison will send
17 swimmers to the conference championship and five men will try to earn the
last two spots when they swim Saturday.
"Two will win, three will lose," Feaster said. "You'll see five guys wearing the
full-body suits and jammers."
The two last spots will be filled depending on their times compared to the
rest of the conference's in the individual
events. Those two men will join the rest
of the conference team, which already
includes all three seniors on the team.
The Dukes also will welcome Davidson College to Saturday's last dual meet
of the season. Start time is 1 p.m. at Savage Natatorium.

Six seniors to be honored Saturday
Women's swim
team to host W&M,
Davidson Saturday
■Y MECHAN PATRICK

COWr«llUTINC MUTCH
The JMU women's swim team has a
lot to be proud of.
Despite being one ol two teams in the
i2-team Colonial Athletic Association that
is not able to award Women's
scholarships to its Swimming
swimmers, the Dukes
have remained com- Saturday

EVANDYSON//S/f/*«,.
Madison 165pound«w Brendan Whitaker grapple* wtth an
opponent from John* Hopkins In the Dukes' last home meet

Lately, some JMU swimmers have
been doing just that. Junior Josh Fowler, the Dukes' top backstroker, swam in
the 100-yard butterfly against ODU last
weekend for the first time.
Not only did his
time of 52.57 win the Mgfl'S
event, it put him in *•
the top 10 in the con- SWIIIHIllng
ference.
Addition- Saturday
ally, freshman Jared
Tschohl
edged
his W4M. Davidson
at JMU
older brother, an ODU
1 pm
swimmer, last weekSavapa Natatonum
end in the 500-yard
freestyle in a swim
Feaster called the "swim of the meet,"
Tschohl beat his brother by .25 of a second and finished in a time of 4:48.17.
While the men's swim team would
obviously like to bring one home for the
seniors in their last meet of the season,
there are some additional twists in the
swimming plot that will add to the intensitv of this weekend's meet.
Last season when William & Mary
and JMU swam during the dual meet, the
Tribe edged the Dukes by a point. When
they met again at conferences, they tied
for the sixth spot in the CAA.

petitive in the confer- W&M. Davidson
ence, entering their at JMU
final dual meet with a 1 p m
5-3 record. In 2001, Ti- Savage Natatonum
tle IX regulations cut
scholarships for certain teams at JMU,

including women's swimming.
Even with this drawback, |MU has
continued to attract some of the best
swimmers in the CAA.
"Talented athletes still want to attend
the school despite the lack of scholarship," coach Samantha Smith said. Before being offered
the head coaching
position in 2005,
Smith swam for
JMU
from
1997
to 2001. Last year
Smith served as a
co-head coach for
both the men's and
women's teams.
"The caliber of
the team says a lot
about the kind of
Keel
school that JMU is,"
Smith said. "Most of the girls were highly recruited |as incoming freshmen) and
desired by other teams.'
The preference of JMU over scholar-

ship schools is the appeal of the "strong
tradition |of success! in the JMU swim
program," Smith said.
"To be in the top half of the conference
shows how hard they push themselves,"
Smith said. "Swimming involves a lot of
self-motivation. What many people don't
know is that three out of the nine weekly
In——Oil practices begin at 5:45 a.m."
Junior Allison Keel an example of one
ol those swimmers who pushes herself.
Specializing in the 50, 100 and 200-yard
freestyle. Keel is a CAA leader. She ranks
tecond, first and third respectively in the

conferenci fox thoM tvtnu
"Any college in the country would
want her |Keel| swimming tor them,"
Imlth said.
Keel, however, had little difficulty
choosing where she wanted to attend
college. "Both of my parents and my older sister went to JMU," Keel said. "My
sister was also on the swim team."
see SWIMMING, pane 10
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'Bride'
creators
exude
talent,
artistry
Tim Burton 9s
latest film
proves quirky,
creepy for
all ages
■Y LISA RON n
STAFF WWTZR

Tim Burton is known for his
dark, quirky, sometimes scary
films that can at the same time
be beautifully moral and visually entrancing. His newest
flick, "The Corpse Bride," is no
exception.
Trie DVD comes with many
short, brief features that will
catch the interest of any viewer
enthralled by the art or stop-action animation, a process that
was thought to be a dying art
once CGI became the primary
special effects creator.
First comes "Inside the Two
Worlds," a three-minute featurette discussing the differences
between the Land of the Living
and the Land of the Dead, and
how the two worlds had to be depicted through clothes, sets and
attitudes of the characters. This is
the only feature that really dives
into the actual plot of the film.
"Danny Elfman Interprets the
Two Worlds" is a five-minute look
at long-time Burton collaborator
Danny Elfman and his work on
producing the film's soundtrack.
While the score and songs featured in the movie don't hold a
candle to the previous, and probably most famous Burton-Elfman
soundtrack. The Nightmare Before
Christmas, the effort is definitely
noticeable and the feature lets the
viewer sit in on an orchestral recording session.
The Animators: The Breath
of Life" spends an extremely
interesting seven minutes looking at the difficulties of making
a stop-action animation film.
The tedious production makes
you feel bad when a movie like
this isn't very well received. Although it did do relatively well at
the box office, it didn't get the appreciation it fully deserved.
This feature exudes the extraordinary talents of the artists
and filmmakers who can make
such a complicated type of film.
Perhaps the most mundane feature is the three-and-a-half-minute Tim Burton: Dark vs. Light."
Extremely uninformative and
rather boring, this is the one bonus feature worth skipping.
The six-minute "Voices from
the Underworld" is a look at the
cast. Interviews are spotlighted
with stars Johnny Depp ("Finding Neverland"), Emily Watson
("Red Dragon"), Helena Bonham
Carter ("Charlie and the Chocolate Factory") and Christopher
Lee (The Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers").
"Making
Puppets Tick"
sounds similar to the animation
feature, but in fact is very different. This documentary uses six
minutes to showcase the design
of the actual puppets and sets
used in the film. It takes a look
at the extreme intneacy of the
puppets and how the puppeteers
made them move and express facial expressions.
One feature included on this
disc that is rarely found on animation DVDs is The Voice Behind the Voice," which splits the
screen and shows clips from the
film next to the actors' actual recording of that scene. You watch
Johnny Depp recording the voice
for his character, Victor, beside
the final result of the scene being
recorded. It's quite fun and interesting to watch how much the actors get into the role.
Trie Corpse Bride" is a delightful film that at times can be
quite creepy. However, it always
has those underlying tones that
make it able to be both a children's movie depicting an important life lesson, as well as a movie
that college kids can enjoy for its
discreet sexual innuendos ,md
nffbo.it humor

AARON STEWART- staffphotographer

LEFT: Photography Richard Faut with his art In the New Image Gallery. His
exhibit will be the last before Zirkle House Galleries moves to Grace Street.
TOP RIGHT: A crowd gathers for the opening of Faut's show Monday, Jan. 30.
BOTTOM RIGHT: To create his exhibit, Faut put Joint compound on the walls
and essentially turned the gallery Into a dark room. The last Image he created
was finished at 2 p.m. on the day of the opening, leaving him no time for sleep
before guests of Zirkle House arrived that evening.

Lasting Impression
Photographer creates a fitting tribute to say goodbye to Zirkle House
■v MOLLY LITTLE
SCNIOK WWTtt

On Monday night, Zirkle House had its final opening — an opening that had visitors in awe. Photographer
Richard Faut was asked to create a final show that would
honor the house and all that it has been to the community and students since the early'70s He wanted to create
something unique that challenged himself as an artist.
And, according to junior Chris Beach, Faut succeeded. It was "hard to compare to other shows because each
are so unique in their vibes and feelings, (but) this show is
a perfectly fitting tribute to Zirkle House," Beach said.
Faut began taking pictures in 1986, when his father gave him a Freedom 1 One-step Minolta camera
and has been unable to stop since. In 1990, ho took his
first photography class, and by 1992, he set up his first
darkroom in his house:
"One of my favorite things to do is to pick up a
roll of processed film; I wouldn't ever look at them
in line. I wanted to build the anticipation," Faut said.
"Sometimes you say That didn't work,' and sometimes you say, 'Oh wow, that is really beautiful.' And
I just developed a love for that 'oh wow' feeling."
About five years ago, Faut began expert minting

with the techniques of emuLsion — a process of coating
a surface with a photosensitive solution.
For his second solo show, Faut decided on the
theme of "Upon Itself," a concept that began with
one of his favorite photographs of a tree. When Faut
returned to the tree about a year ago, he saw that a
branch had fallen and the tree was no longer the same
as the photograph. He cut some pieces of wood off
the fallen branch and, using emulsion again, developed the old image of the tree on the piece of wood.
Originally, Faut planned to showcase the work
he had been doing with emulsion on pieces of objects in the pictures, but when he found out he was
the last show in Zirkle House, he thought that taking pictures of Zirkle House and developing them
directly on the walls of the house would be the most
fitting tribute. He only had a vague idea of which
pictures he would use and how they would be displayed, but as he spent time in the Zirkle House, "it
just kept evolving, all the images of the Zirkle House
— in and around it — inspired me," he said.
Before even starting his artwork, Faut prepared
all of the walls in the room by putting joint compound on them, sanding them down, and then repeating the process. Then he painted the walls in

oil-base white paint because the emulsion adheres
well to oil-based paints. Each print takes about six to
eight hours to create; beginning with taping off the
area and covering the surrounding walls with plastic
to prevent the spreading of chemicals and ruining of
the already-developed walls and finishing with the
exposing the emulsion. This effect gives "the work
a feeling like you can reach into it," said junior Zenaida Hall. "The life-size images give personality to
the room and it seems to expand. You are looking at
a wall that is able to take you outside."
The show also contains some images that Faut liked
over the years, images that have special significance to
him. These "personal images are going down with the
house, leaving a piece of myself in the house forever,"
Faut said. His favorite image in the show is of the Zirkle
House doorknob, because it is the ultimate tribute.
"Everyone who has ever come in and out of the
Zirkle House has touched that doorknob, so it is the
best representation all of those peorjle that Zirkle
House has affected."
"Upon Itself" will be on display until Saturday,
Feb. 25. The Gallery is open noon to 5 p.m. on Mondays thnmgh Thursdays, and 2 to 4 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays.
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'Bug* infests audience with delusions, hectic dialogue
Elaborate set, intense special effects help fabricate a sad love story
■Y MONICA BOOKER
STATF WKTTtR

Green light hovers over the theater
entrance, casting a sickly glow. The environment appears dirty, tainted almost,
preparing the audience for "Bug."
Foremost, this is a very bold choice
for senior director Mark )ohanson to HO*
dm c. it requires strong actors and intense
special effects. The plot is not for the conservative or faint of heart. A crack addict,
Agnes (played by sophomore Uun-n
Meyers) invites a stranger named Peter
(junior Kevin Hasser) to live with her in
her hotel room/home. They feed off each
other's worst fears, envisioning a (MM)
world more tainted than reality.
The script also proposes some structural challenges. By the end of the play,
without revealing too much, the characters imagine bugs infesting the hotel
room, which may or may not even exist. They hear sounds that could be just
mere fabrications. The audience must
decipher what is going on, but even that
proves difficult when the key elements
of the show are so subtly intertwined
within hectic dialogue that information
is lost. In the second act, when the delusions take over Agnes and Peter, much
of the focus also drops. The actors were
so caught up with "acting craz) " that it
wai li.itil in to* m on v\ hal \
what was not

(ohanson polished the first act well
but seemed to run out of time managing
the chaotic final scenes. If the audience
cannot understand the actors or what is
going on, they usually tend to shut off
— and that can't happen in such a piv-

otal moment as the end scene. The greatest challenge, the climatic and disturbing
end of the play, proved to be less climactic
than hoped, most likely due to MOM HUH
technical problems. Despite those malfunctions or acting that gets out of control

AARON

si I.V.XKI dqftfofognyAa

"Bug" tells a tough story of drug addiction and schizophrenia.

at times, [ohanson's "Bug" is a journey
into insanity that is worth taking.
Senior Amy Kellet's elaborately detailed set proved to be one of the stron■Ml aspects of the show. The unwavering necessity for an authentic set was a
tough challenge to beat, however, Kellet
proves to be a master at creating a realistic set under a limited budget.
Sophomore Liz Coco's lighting aided
the show, with the exception of a minor
fluke in the first act which was caused by
an impromptu decision to remodel the
design on opening night.
The script, nevertheless, is truly
powerful. Loss, loneliness, and delus'ons of the mind are some of the striking themes and this particular production had many charming moments.
For example, Peter, after only knowing
Agnes for a short while, bluntlv savs, I
haven't gone to bed with a woman for a
long time ... but I (eel I could go to bed
with you." Meyers and Hasser worked
well together in the first act, creating a
sad love story. It shows what happens
when one truly has nothing left in the
world but imagination. Meyers sweetly
states, "I'd rather talk about bugs with
you than nothin' with nobody."
"Bug" plays in 1 heatre II through Saturday at 8 p.m., doors open at 7:30 p.m.
'there is a midnight show after the Friday
8 p.m. performance. Tickets are $3 and can
be purchased two hours before the show.
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GAME: JMU to host VCU
Friday in conference play
(,wti
might ml with her -is well Ilw better
Benvenuto plays, 'hi- imoothei [Ml

looks. In the onl\ game this season
t hen the had more turnovers than r*>
lists, the Dukea Mttstrad their most lopsided loss, .in B6-71 si'th.uk <tt Virginia
Uvh. In JMU's last four wins — all by
it least 12 points — BeflVCflUtO has Q
ueittt, lod by a .\mvr high 10 against
Northeastern Uiuvenit)
Things carry over to her shooting,
when an Opportunistic Benvenuto is averaging 6.1 points per contest, highlighted
ireer-hiph 16 against lowson two
weeks ago. And while that's not exactly
lighting the net on fire, it's enough to keep
teams honest

"Our freshman war we used to gel on
her becaute she really didni ihool the ball"
lunior forward Shirley Met .ill said, reams
would letve her n ide open. Now it they do
th.it she'll knockdown I three
One team that's prettv familiar
with that scenario is Virginia i ommonweeJth. I he Dukes and Rams meet ,,,r
(he teoond time this season Friday night
with a 7 p.m. tip-off at Alltel Pavillion
in Richmond. I he last time the teams
met (a 69-54 |MU win) the Rams give
Up two ^-pointers to Benvenuto — who
finished with 8 points and 7 assists
in
what was then viewed as her best game
of the season.
Things ha\e obviously changed
since then.

SWIMMING: Dukes to honor
seniors in season finale at home
stWWW/.Vf, .from page fl
Potlowini tour seeond-place
finishes
m
last year's CAA championships and three I Ml
records. Keel continues
to win. With multiple individual and relay wins
behind her this season.
Keel raised the bar this
season
"I'd like to win a fewevents | at this year's
championships]
and
make NCAA cuts," Keel
said.
Making the NCAA cut

IS SPIRITUALITY PRACTICAL/
INVESTIGATE.... ON THE WEB
This book has changed millions of lives around
the world. Whether looking for better health
St well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning,
this inspired book can enrich your life!!
Available at bookstore, libraries, Christian Science
Reading Rooms or all locally to order a copy: 289-5134.

times would qualitv Keel
to swim at the NCAA
Championships at the
University of Georgia in
March. Only one other
|MU swimmer has made
it to the NCAA Championship meet — curent
|MU coach Samantha
Smith.
Keel's success has
already
been
recognized this season. In
this year's meet against
Radford and Delaware.
she went undefeated in
all three of her events

Following
the
meet.
Keel was nominated as
a candidate for the CAA
Swimmer of the Week
award.
"Her strong performance at the Radford/
Delaware dual meet is
most likely what led to
her nomination," Smith
said.
Keel beat the other
nominees and was named
winner for the week of
)an. 22.
"It is a great honor
in a big conference,"

Smith said. "But they
jthe Dukes| are always
contenders. Five or six
other |JMU| swimmers
could have been chosen."
The Dukes will finish their dual season
against William & Mary
and Davidson at home
this Saturday, at 1 p.m.
The Dukes' final home
meet also will serve as
the team's senior night,
a time to honor the six
swimmers who will be
graduating in May.

Yellow Cab
(540)434-2515
Radio Dispatched
Service to all major alrporta
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

Prompt, Courteous Service
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

Tezxut Hold'em
Tuesday** <^
Breakfast Pizza^__
JjB
95 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA »8oi

540 442 9923

Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

HIRING

Served Sat. and Sun. /itorninaj

^^ EVERY Sunday morning... V, :
»
"Create-your-own Beverag* Bar"

FREE order of small wings
with any delivery over $10.00
S

Call 540-438-9993

LIFEGUARDS 6^ WATER ATTENDANTS
We will train!
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289,-4939
Gel application online @ www.massresortjobs.com
Resort also HIRING full & part-time - year-round jobs!

Alone.
Scared.
Pregnant?

_Ashby.

Cross ing
Are You Just Another Name
on a List?

Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center

Call 434-7528

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

Ashby has 4-bedroom apartments
for immediate leasing
But Options are Running Out!
Come in and Sign Your Lease Today!

www.OffCampusHousinq.com
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

* Pool
* Fitness Center
*Petfcendkj
* Tennis Courts
1/9/ Devon Lane

Harrisonburg, VA

432-/00/

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg. VA

.~
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
13) MARYLAND AVE , Two Kitchen*.
l-Hath 4-5 Bedrooms Pool Table 1/4
mik from campus. SI350/month. (540)
289-7085.
gpfaffluadelpriianel

1337 DEVON LANE. 3 UK 1 5 Bath
Hardwood Floors
Stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal, microwave, washer
ft dryer On bus-line and within walking
distance to campus
Privately owned/
managed
S700/month
Available
8/1/06.
421-9700
I MM KM II PI At I
1 !IK. .' baths
Deck Furnished.
Quieter Location
$250 each.
433-2221
August

FOR RENT
S
BEDROOM.
3
BATIIRIX)M
TOWNOUSE on Mountain View Drive
available now tor short-term lease
Includes refrigerator, stove, microwave,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. \ i . private
entrance, private bath, on bus route
Living area and bedrooms furnished.
Utilities not included
Very nice and
walking
distance
to
campus
Group
lease
828-0464
FURNISHED
TOWNHOUSE.
iBedroom. 2 5 Bath. Furnished. Washer'
Dryer. I-room still available for female.
Madison Square JI15/month 5784)510
TOWNHOUSE. U CT. 3 bl.. 2 and half
baths, large private Deck $285 each
No
Pen.
(340)
433-2221.
August
Furnished

I I I/AHI IIISIKI I I. S-HEDKOOMS
2-baths, cthemct, hardwood floors,
parking.
porches.
568*3068

HUNTS RSRIDGF.
TOWNHOUSE
2hcdroom suite, furnished, includes
cable.
S593mo.
avaiUbk.7/06
(703)
573-1903

U'AKIMIM FOR RIM •I '
I
Apartments: South Avenue freshly
painted I bedroom. $425 Shendan Real
Estate
(540)
433-7325

291 CAMPBELL STREET available
June I. 2006 Yearly lease 433-6047.

HARM MIIMi'$250ila> potential No

MADISON M WOK l-lll DKOOM. 2Rathniom, WT> in unit Available Aug
$650/monlh
(540) 289-7085 or
gpfafflraadelphia net

IELP WANTED!

HOUSE.
bedrooms
ftajjM

: BEDROOM SMAI I U'AKIMIM
I ililiiies Included. Available June. July or
August
I.
S5007munlh
828-0464

BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3 bedroom
tnwnhouse in kiesler school area available
august 2006garagc, deck, quiet phone/
cable and internet hookups in each room
$305 per person just like living at home
for more details call 423-231-2160 or
davethomas (a' hotmail.com
(423)
231-2160

I wo ;-ltl IIKOOM APARIMIMS ,.n
Gratlan
Street
Walking
Distance,
Utilities Paid, J650/month
Awilahlc
March
ft
June
828.0464

I>.tLnut Mix
I /ressintis

Make $7S liking mrveys online www
GctPaidToThink.com
FUN
IN THE SUN!
Lifeguards
warned
in North
Myrtle Beach,
"Will
train."
no
experience.
Apply
www nsrnl ifcguards com
MAINTENANCE HELP WANTED Rental property, knowledge of painting.
minor carpentry, minor mechanics,
ground?), good driving record, flexible
schedule,
start
$7/nour.
30
day
increase.
Khncmaint to.adclphid.net
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LIFEGUARDS A POOL SUPERVISORS
Premier Aquatics is now accepting
application)
for
Lifeguards,
Pool
Managers, Swim Instructors and Area
Supers isors around the Northern VA area.
Lifeguard cerfiticaiions are required,
however training is available Please
visit our website lo complete an online
application ;il www premier-* 11 I'in-Ti For
more information or to set up an interv iew
please cal I our MR department at (703 )4261406 WWW PREMIER41I
COM

BE A DFLL RFP - EARN $12/
MR Make your own hours and
gain amazing experience for your
resume' Position starts immediately
Go to: Repnation.com/dell to appl

DOG:
breed
yorkic
email

STUDENT
her

PURE

with

OFFICE
ASSISTANT
Part
time
position in portrait studio Advance
computer skills Data entry, marketing.
sales, cleaning & asst with clothing
A hair Fax resume to 540-574-3686

WANTED:NUDE MODEL
Nude Models for art class.
$9rtiour No exerience necessary
Iucsda)Thursday 1.30-5:00 p.m.
and other times
Contact David at 476-2337 or
base omds/a imu.edu

WAITRESS ESS
NEEDED.
JesT'
No. 2. E. Market St Apply Within
MENTORS NEEDED DePaul Family
Services is seeking part-time mentors
for the Harrisonburg area IXrties include
teaching daily living skills, academic
tutoring and providing therapeutic
recreational activities to adolescents with
emotional and behavioral disabilities
Applicants must be available afternoons,
evenings and some weekend hours. A
degree in Social Work. Psychology
or Education is preferred
Applicants
working on a degree will also be
considered Good driving record and
some travel is required. Send resume
with three references to: Mentor
Coordinator. DePaul Family Services.
440 Premier Circle. Charlottesvilk
VA
22901;
fax
434-977-2809

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR

SPRING

■jjfl

|

exclusive MTV events, beach parties
with celebrities. As seen on Real
World. Road Rules' On campus reps
needed!
www.
com PmmoCodc
( \\< UN.

SpringBreak I ravel
35 1-800-678-63X6

ACAPULCO.

JAMAH \

Spring Break Panama City from $l«w'
Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk, 1 loliday
Inn' Free Party Package, I ood at MTVu
Party Tent' BahamasCruisc $299. Dayton
$179. Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599!
800-679-6386

HEAD
Summer

scubrec/crcjUvcom

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

BRI-Ak

CELEBRITY CHUBB) 5 l>ays From
$299* Includes meals, taxes, entry to

NAGS
Student

Bulldozers, Backhoes,
Loaders. Dump Trucks.
Graders. Scrapers,
Excavators
Train in Virginia
NexlClasaiNov 'th
•National Certification
-Financial Assistance
-Job Placement Assistance
Mt-3I3-73M
Associated Training Services
www.astn-schools.com

toy

TRAVEL

SpringBreakIrasel.com

1 MPI.OYMENT

10001 NVl HUMS $5000 Receives*
for every envelope sluffedwith our sales
materials Guaranteed! Free Information
24 hour recording 1-800-796-6567

I

to

male

small female breed
jmugirll IM'a yahoo com

BAHAMAS
MARRIED t OUPI.I to live -md work
at local business Husband will have part
time responsibility. Wife with full time
responsibilities. Must have computer,
office and marketing skills Business
background preferred. Send resume
to Box 2104, Hamsonburg, VA 22801

looking
bred

4-MONTH
Rentals.

(252)

255-6328

SpriB* Break 2066: SuaSplaih Lours
1 be I-.xpcns Running Sprint; Break
Since ls>H8. Honest Destinations- Biggei
Panics. Book your 1 rip at the Lowest
Pnce Prices from $204
www Minsplashtourscom
1-800-426-7710

Wiini in check tun ihiclassiAeds online?
(in in »itwjhehrei ■ .ore'.

MEXICAN GRILL
m )«t l»i burn* kg baa •tro.qfcbuari

linn

We Accept
Flex! I

Mi
I IIS. IMS

STORE

Mnrinntlr'tt

experience neccuarj Training provided.
(800)965-6520
Exl2l2

TOWNHOUSE 2006 - 2007 4 Bedroom.
Great location. Close to JMU. convenient
to stores, restaurants, etc Many extras.
MUST SEEI $260 per bedroom Call
for more information, 433-8423 or 2462345.
Email: thad402(u adclphia net

TUTWILBR
VIRGINIA
COUNTRY

I l .lllllls

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. Great
location. I block from campus, good
condition, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
asailable July. S725. (540) 433-1569

Furnished
Walking
828-0464

4-BEDROOM
2-BATH.
Townhouse Available 8/1.
Distance

UNIVERSITY PLACE 2 BR. 2 baths.
And Den. Furnished $350 each. Family
neighborhood. Quieter students preferred.
433-2221
August

DEVON LANE - 2 Bedroom Townhouse.
August Lease »700'mo. 540-435-7861

LARGE I BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Great location, almost new, washer/dryer,
dishwasher.
no
pels.
immediate
atailabilitv or available on 8/I7A76.
S53S.
(540)
433-1569

LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT, Close to campus, good
condition, AC, available 7/1 or 8/17, No
pets.
S4I0.
(540)
433-1569

HUNTERS RIDGE. 2BR/2Balh suite.
Quiet area at back ol complex Completely
furnished Stove, microwave, refrigerator,
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
disposal.
Ethernet hook-ups in each room On bus
line and within walking distance to
campus.
Privately
owned/managed
$700/mo
Asailahle
H/l/06.
(540)
421-9700

805 COUNTRY RD. 5
3 baths 2 kitchens JI250
433-2221.

ROOMSUBLEASEcity-31 Smonth/nsale
student / lanuary-august Shawn 7035938
08l.valnoralffli«dborg (540)879.2951

[ (jo to u \iw.thehrcc:c.ori'icla\.\ifirtl\ In [msl and read classifieds |

Sou|> Mix

Pasta

>l|nt|»

Snurr

' o||rr ft Ira

For catering & fundraising,
If you Ilia Irish mamlKnu and inltiail OTnNRNRoill. you'll low Qdoba Mexican Grill

Also featuring products from companies like:
Graves' Mountain
Byrd Mill
Woodpecker Farms
Pasta Valente
Golden Angels
Chile Man
Route 11
Shawnee Springs
Purely American
Blue Crab Bay
and others.
Olde Shenandoah

7>IIS

call Alice at (540)-564-1 51 5

:in! ordinary Maxtcan lit foods you know, yn with a twin that's unforqettabl* Best of all. It sail made

tot ftasb and rtaht in from of>ou Coma on In and m for yourself What at. you 90*19 to km at OdobaT"

LOCQted QCrOSS frOlYt the

new Wal-Mart!
In Harrisonburg Crossings
Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.

540-564-1515

Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm
Tom Tutwllcr, Owner

540.434.4334

124 S. Main St.

Open Daily 11am - 10pm
Sunday 11am-9pm

Peace Corps at
James Madison Univ.
Come lo learn about Peace Corps
service. It can make a dilterence in
many lives - including yours1

teara Corps

Monday, February 6

Life is calling.
How far wil you go?

Information Table
11:00a.m. - 300 p.m.
Transitions in Warren Hall

Burritos art just the beginning. Alto try our ticoi, soup, chips & dipt, and kids meals.

Hfaj SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA
I

With this coupon, get a smal
chips & salsa for only $.99!

(jjggfeafej

,-j.- >., U.-..Ti*...,.-.. v.-.. edaaj

MIXICAN OKIll
ravmooiiMiMn
rrtdatBaalKanofn

in

I
I
I

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE
Purchase any entree and get
any other entree of equal or
lesser value absolutely FREE!

{do

pi

MIXIl ANt.RIU

I
■
OfftrEipinil'M*

vinww.rjeac8C0fTJS.gov
800.424.8580

ITCH. Htm mm i M mm *

«"■»»■

in*

Tuesday, February 7
Information Session
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Taylor Hall, Room 400

2-LARGE

For information, contact:
kforresttr'peacecorps gov

1 -Topping pizzas
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle!

just

$14.99

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with anv other special.

I

Expires in 30 days

j

Learn about these and other items from
this months featured country:

1

i

Philippines

&T*
7JIAMI. ('Union Pike
";
llarrbonburii, VA 22M2
540-4.1.V4JWU
Open Mint.-SMI. 9:30am-S:0Opm

l-topping
Pizza
just

$799

'

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99

I

Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.

V,

Expires in 30 days

540 - 433 - PAPA
(7272)

LARGE
Recycled newspaper
Hot mats and coasters
SS-16

Pefitrt.r*(«a /k Rj^cd Pizza/
Better Ingredients.
BetterPizzas.

,
,
i
I
.
■

j

We accept Flex!
Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am - 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday

Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com
For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813

I
I
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CLASSICS

LIVE MUSIC

YOGA

jimmy O will he playing a
nUection of dank favorites
ii hnnigan's Cove.

The stompin'
good
bluegra&s guitar band Plerb
and Hanson will perform
live at I he Little Grill.

Relax and unwind in a
free yoga class at Cups To
Co beginning at 10 a.m.

CROOVIN

PIZZA BRUNCH

Dance the night away to
the sounds of D.C.'s favorite cover band Junk Food
performing at The Pub.

Luigi's Downtown Pizza Co. will have a delicious
Breakfast Pizza Brunch until 2 p.m.

BIKING
fain
the
Shawndoah
vlountain Bike Club for Urban
ASMUH Rides. Go trail riding
in the concrete terrain of Harrisonbunr Beginning at 6 p.m.

SUNDAY

i

i

i

linn

Jimmy 0. who
plays every
Thursday at
Flnnlgan's Cove,
covers classic
rock favorites.
Stay tuned every
week for new
musical talent
and fun activities
In Hanisonbug
In which to par
tlcpate. And
remember, mark
your calendarl

mi

BIKING
—

•

.
•
•

Join the Super Bowl Sunday Ride with the Shenandoah
Mountain Bike Club. It's a
yearly tradition going strong
into its third decade. The ride
will go up to Reddish Knob
to Flagpole and then descend
down one of the major steep
options. The ride will leave between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.

The Choice that Saves Lives

Low Cost Spay & Neuter
Shenandoah Valley Spay & Neuter Clinic
910 North Liberty Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22802

540-4371980
www.spayandneuterclinic.org

—r

GET YOUR FREE PK T SHIRT"!

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT
At L'Idee Medical Spa
OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE
LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE ACNE
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE
LASER HAIR REDUCTION
INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS

COME IN AND GET A <LUB CARD.
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND GET A FREE PIG T-SHIRT!

Hometown Music

LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS

6mm, A»rs, D»u"S. Pfl JM>

MJSI

-»« hsmttMinmusic.flCl

VMtEZ... Mm 6tH» F# Ym Htm

ItttOSSeNTey-

MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS

Uhiim Wumtf!

MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296
www.lideemedicalspa.com

CM*UTI

mmWrni ins;

ACIMTlt
PMRMIS

HbM$H

AIVAHU MASTERWORKS SERIES
Au Smm Httt tmwtt tiutnm m $549
esaheWtf
r Cesar tw 9tt$l *MMsf & Fttl

»*•*■

Think yOU
know what s

COol in
this town

tt*»SHw4l441(*
■.IMI

Bryce Resort 40th Anniversary

WinterFest
Saturday Feb.4

You've scoped out the best
places to shop, eat party,
® hang out now share
it with the rest of us!

go online today to vote for Best of the Burg!

Slopeside Party!
Great prizes: skis, snowhiiard.

restaurant cMiflcMOS and m.irc
Chariti Parkir Burnt, outside </<■< k *
in Hit iijteriuiuii: BiwOtm's Bar at night
AUkl USA Product Demo*
Children's Activities
ss

tl

hollar

h«xland Drink
Ihoi ones qfcotutt)

DORS

Best ski hat contest
Sunset IHIIIOOII xlow and tethered rides

Ski

Snowboard Go

Tubinc

540-856-2121 ~ « »v*.br> ccnMirt.com

j BRYCE
tRLSOKl

,965

2005

BasyeVA

Efl^lMIJacksonl

